Find Out About Ashton Kutcher
and Mila Kunis’ Engagement
By Sanetra Richards
Mila Kunis and Ashton Kutcher are now on the list of celebrity
weddings to lookout for. Kunis has been seen around sporting a
few carats on her ring finger. Before the news broke out, the
couple kept the engagement hidden. According to a source
through People, the That ‘70s Show cast mates have “been
engaged for a couple of weeks.”
What are some ways to keep your engagement under wraps?
Cupid’s Advice:
Although you are overwhelmed by excitement and joy, you do not
want to broadcast your engagement just yet. However, there are
some challenges you must overcome in order to successfully
conceal the news. Cupid is here to help you out:
1. Secrecy: You must swear by this step, which means seal your
lips. Temptation will sneak up quite a few times, and you may
want to tell even your closest friends – do not give in. It
may seem easier said than done, but definitely can be done if
you are serious about not spilling the beans.
Related: Source Says ‘An Engagement Is Coming’ for Ashton
Kutcher and Mila Kunis
2. Don’t be obvious: The talks about marriage and whatnot will
only continue with your family and friends, yet it is up to
you to shy away from exposing your engagement. Sometimes we
feel pressured and want to blabber every single thing — as
stated earlier, do not give in. If no hints are given, the

engagement will come as a surprise.
Related: Ashton Kutcher and Mila Kunis Step Out After Demi
Moore Divorce News
3. Leave the ring at home: The urge to flaunt your ring is all
a part of temptation’s ‘evil’ plan — do not give in. If you
really want to keep the engagement a secret, wearing the ring
is probably not the brightest idea. People are easily drawn to
sparkly jewelry and will begin to question you. Instead, you
may want to choose something simple that is sentimental and
symbolizes your engagement.
How else could you keep your engagement under wraps? Share
your thoughts below.

